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March 29, 2018© Laurian GinitoiFrom March 30 to June 10, 2018, Fondation Cartier pour l'art contemplation will host the exhibition of Junya Ishigami, releasing architecture. This is the first major solo exhibition dedicated to an architect and fixture that fondation Cartier in Paris has dedicated to an architect who will succumb to an important and singular of
Japanese architecture. Ishigami - winner of the Golden Lion Award at the Venice Biennale in 2010 - has ingested this conceptual body of work with his trademark: calm, free flow, with bright tones and playful curves. The projects in the exhibition range from large models to films and drawings, and when placed in the context of the exhibition, they also bring to
life the iconic building of Jean Nouvel. The Laurian Ginitoi gives us a chance to see the exhibition before the opening tomorrow. His photographs reveal the lightness and ethereal quality of Ishigami's hand. + 20 Italian visual artist Pablo Ciregin has created a series of furniture from the remains of objects that he destroyed using riot aesthetically for an
exhibition at kunstforum in Vienna. More Tom Ravenscroft | 2 November 2020 | Leave a comment Set designer Es Devlin has created two clock gallery spaces for the latest fashion exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, which compares the design over 150 years. More Eleanor Gibson | 28 October 2020 | Leave a comment Dezeen
promotion: a range of carbon negative furniture created by designers including Innie Archibong and Thomas Heatherwick for the London Design Museum can now be seen as part of a permanent virtual exhibition. More Employees of Deaen | 28 October 2020 Spanish practice Smart &amp;green Design has re-designed the Barbican game for a Game On
tour exhibition for a former underground tank in Madrid, using more than 150 LED arches to evoke neon colors from the 1980s. More Jennifer Hahn | 23 October 2020 | Leave a comment A Fondazione Prada exhibition about Chinese porcelain exports, designed by the Dutch company Tom Postma Design, is housed in three prefabricated volumes of timber
dressed in velvet and real gold leaf. More Jennifer Hahn | 2 October 2020 | Leave a commentary Twisting snakes with iridescent scales pushing out concrete and polystyrene blocks in How to Keep Home, the latest exhibition by British stuffed artist Polly Morgan. More Natasha Levy | 26 August 2020 | Leave a comment belgian design duo Muller Van
Severen, who presents a selection of his furniture among the rooms of Villa Cavrois, a 20th-century modernist villa near Lil, France. More Natasha Levy | 26 July 2020 | Leave a comment Farnsworth House, the glass house designed by Mies van der Rohe in Illinois, has been redesigned for installation to include furniture and personal belongings of its
original client Edith Farnsworth. More Christine Klein | 22 July 2020 | Leave a comment, the Brooklyn design firm that developed Isometric Studio, developed a set of guidelines to help museums improve their safely after coronavirus, including the addition of inscriptions to promote social distance and the use of masks as entry tickets. More Christine Klein | 2
July 2020 | Leave a comment on the Dezeen promotion: Dutch design agencies BART and Ronin have created a digital exhibition for tyre company Vredestein to launch its winter tyre and bring to life the new visual identity refined by the design. More Employees of Deaen | 19 June 2020 | Leave a comment VDF studio profiles: Lorem Ipsum is a creative
studio that craft exhibitions and empirical installations, such as audiovisual recreation on an airplane runway, that completely immerse visitors in a story. More Employees of Deaen | June 17, 2020 The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York has created a virtual version of its weather exhibition: Fashion and Duration, which has been postponed due to the
coronavirus pandemic. More Eleanor Gibson | 5 May 2020 | Leave commentary New York architecture firm SO-IL has designed an exhibition to present Japanese crafts that uses remnants of hemp fabric. More Christine Klein | 18 March 2020 | Leave a curving metal stream, mirrored room screen and bulbous fiber chandelier are among the objects in an
exhibition hosted by the Masa Travel Gallery in Mexico City. More Christine Klein | 14 March 2020 | Leave a commentary Colorful cashmere sofa, bronze chandeliers and stained-glass sculptures are among the mixtures of plush and sculptural objects that American designer Misha Kahn displays at new York's Friedman Benda Gallery. More Christine Klein |
9 March 2020 | Leave a comment Formafantasma curated a science-oriented exhibition at the Serpentine Sackler Gallery in London, which aims to reveal the global impact of forestry. More Lyses Crook | 6 March 2020 | Leave a comment on The Rem Koolhaas exhibition exploring the surroundings at the Guggenheim Museum in New York, aims to put the
country on the agenda. More Eleanor Gibson | 21 February 2020 | Leave a comment The Design Transfied/Waste Reimagined exhibition at the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art presents projects that reproduce waste products. Here are eight accents, including vases sculpted from PVC pipes. More Christine Klein | 19 February 2020 | Leave a
comment This exhibition of works by architects and artists installed at Rudolf Schindler's house in West Hollywood, California takes the fulfilled relationship between the architect and his wife as his theme. More Eleanor Gibson | 15 January 2020 | Leave a comment Chair made of bread and toilet dressing are among the objects on display in friedman benda's
exhibition, which aims to find a new form of pleasure in furniture. More Christine Klein | 15 January 2020 | Leave a comment We have lost the ability to look at and appreciate the little things, says Jeff Rosenheim, curator in charge of photography at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. His complaint was expressed while talking about his exhibition
Diane Arbus: in which began the life of the I met Brauer in New York in 2016 and opened last month at the Hayward Gallery in London. Working with the specialized designers, Rosenheim overcomes the difficulties posed by the small scale of the photos for Breyer show: distinctive totemic columns showing each work individually and prominently. Instead of
being lost, the pictures shine; Hayward, not surprisingly, takes the same approach. The rise of innovative and quirky exhibition design is highlighted in a wave of recent exhibitions, the elements of which stick in the mind long after their closure. Tate Modern 1932: Love, Glory, Tragedy, an exhibition last year, used a neat apparatus to delve beyond the self-
imposed time limit of a year of the artist's works, including earlier works by recreating the artist's first major study, lined with moby heights, which happened that year. Diane Arbus installation view: at the beginning of the Hayward Gallery in London, © artist; courtesy Hayward Gallery; Photo: Exhibition design Mark Blower can target bombastic, with lavish
stage design and dramatic lighting usually set in a meth of fashion shows, such as the celestial fixtures last year at the Metropolitan Museum of Art or the current Christian Dior show at the Victoria and Albert Museum. But small interventions can be the most memorable - like the mirror placed under a book at the Magnificent Stones show in 2017 at the
Morgan Library and Museum, New York, to show its cover. Books – objects with demanding objects – are notoriously difficult to expose. Some of the major museums have exhibition designers on staff, while others offer outdoor studios. Sometimes third-party assistance is a necessity. Take the volumeless former office block that houses Shop X in central
London, which recently hosted huge shows of film and video installations, including 2016's Infinite Mix, a collaboration between Vinyl Factory and Hayward Gallery designed by Delvendahl Martin Architects that required wide sound insulation and separation without blocking a clear path for visitors. Often learning from the least it shows you – such as avoiding
the terrifying exhibition with the vast, noisy and visually vivid works of these shows, the struggle is to create coherent routes and discreet space instead of attracting the attention of visitors. But for people to pay special attention to smaller pieces is a challenge. Photography is now so ubiquitous that it acts simply as a medium of information – like words on a
page, photos are skimmed (rather than individually explored) to level the information in them. The unimaginable display can kill even stellar groups of photographic works. Rosenheim, who has been at the Met for three decades, says he has been trying for years to get people to take the time to focus on smaller images. He, the Met's exhibition designer Brian
and photographer Neil Selkirk came up with the idea. Idea. Arbus shows that she designed the series of freestanding walls with an image on both sides – effectively giving each of arbus's photos a wall for herself. According to Selkirk, during the planning process they realized it could allow a very large audience to see these very small pictures, a way to allow
thousands of visitors to manoeuvre through space and pay special attention to prints that typically measure about 23cm by 15cm. Lina Bo Bardi's pioneering glass and concrete tripod at the Arte de São Paulo Museum in 1968. about the distinctive layout of Lina Bo Bardi's pioneering glass and concrete tripod at the Arteu de Paulo Museum in 1968, next to a
huge column in Berlin's Neue Nationalgalerie district, and even some of the rooms he saw during a heavy tour of the Whitney Museum of American Art. The challenge was to fit in about 100 photos of Arbus - much to the space - while leaving enough room for a large audience to move around (it should also be fully wheelchair accessible). Rosenheim calls
the resultant layout a new way of viewing: no start, middle and end of the show. In designing the space, Butterfield looks as far away as the Peter Eisenman Monument in Berlin, the ancient Arnak Temple in Luxor and the main gallery of the Louvre lens by the architects of Sana'a. He felt rosenheim wanted to include too many photos in the show - the catalog
had already gone to printers - and the team spent months testing layouts before arriving on a row of plates intertwined with larger spaces. The walls of the gallery, meanwhile, remained bare. The layout also managed to distinguish itself from the unique setting of the Brutalist building, designed by Marcel Breyer, with the ceiling of the formwork grille providing
guidance for the partitions. Butterfield says this was one of the first examples in the 1960s, after Louis Kahn's Yale Art Center - which really tried to present a flexible exhibition space as part of museum typology. The Hayward Gallery, which celebrated its 50th anniversary last year Photograph: Morley von Sternberg Hayward Gallery Hayward is another
example of brutalism in the mid-1960s. Here the show spreads into two galleries, and the wider slabs have become 3.3 m high plinths, painted in light gray, surrounded by bare walls painted medium midnight blue. The layout promotes intimacy with works and requires attention. Many times I had watched - and even written about - Arbus's portrait, titled Jack
Dracula, in a bar, New London, Conn. in 1961, but it wasn't until after that show that I noticed the little goat on top of his chin. Smaller details play on the surfaces of grainy photos: the barbershop mat that says Hair Tonic, the best friend of your hair; the little cubs of the newborn baby bend and disperse with the effort to scream (or yawn?). The layout violates
the exhibition choreography. You can a line route, but one image kidnaps you, pulls you off the track; You double up, you wonder if you've already seen something, maybe you haven't noticed things and find them later. You just have to be careful. Rosenheim says the layout forces everyone to be active, to experience even one small thing that is just like
Arbus. The late American photographer spent considerable time getting to know her subjects, becoming intimate with them. The other unexpected result is that the layout inadvertently prompted conversations between strangers. Visitors wondered: Did you see that? Rosenheim says. Wall of them: a series of partitions in Diane Arbus: at the beginning of the
exhibition at hayward gallery allows the photos to be shown separately © artist; kindly weakened the Hayward Gallery; Photo: Mark Blower The Barbican Art Gallery, another brutal landmark in London, hosted a show last year by American photographer Dorothea Lange, best known for his images of the Great Depression. It was designed by Maria Duggan
Architects – the first such work for this new company. I love working with architects who haven't necessarily done many exhibitions, says the show's curator Alona Pardo, who hopes to reinvent the wheel. It's important to get away with it and tell a story, especially in a study like Lang's. Will Goutry, lead architect for the show, explains that each gallery for the
exhibition is designed to be different in size - we had compression and decompression points, and to offer a distinctive environment to reflect changes in Lange's body and the story of her life. , imitating a window of the outside world. The latter was inspired by a story told by Lange - her enlightenment, Gotri calls it - when she ran a photography studio in San
Francisco. Looking out the window, she saw an unemployed man as the Great Depression began to show up on the streets of the city. She grabbed her camera and went to the street to take a picture of it, thus starting her remarkable career. By contrast, the galleries that housed the images from lange's depression era were turned backwards, with bare walls
and permeable straits from his absence. Most of these details were subtle, but more noticeable were the shadows cast by wooden slats on the open ceiling of a gallery containing her photographs of an internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II. Working with the Barbican lighting designer, Guthrie said the aim was to reflect the shadows in the
camp photos. Gutierrez added that the team wanted the idea of limiting it to be recognizable in space, with the caveat that the spaces were not overly themed, which can be insensitive to the works. A much more elusive representation of the work came in a gallery, black-and-white photos of military shipyards in Richmond, California, that were painted
adjusting the color of U.S. Navy ships at the time, Guthrie said. For his Dorothea Lange show at the Barbican Art Gallery there were prison bar-like shadows dumped on the walls © Ian Gavan; Getty Images Pardo explains that the curatorial team has become the exact nuances of paint, what they evoke, how they can be used to create narratives, such as
vanessa winshape's show in the upper Barbican galleries, at the same time as Lang's show, where each room becomes lighter. Exhibition design comes with its imperatives. Key issues include access, health and safety and job protection. For example, photos should be placed behind 18mm of glass for protection, Pardo says. And the nature of the
environment – for example, the Barbican is a building that is listed – poses more challenges. The space is so muscular and bold, Pardo says. You can't do anything on the floor [or] directly attach to the ceiling, Adds Gutri. The design process often begins a year before the show opens. We [curators] define the structure, the narrative, pardo says, until the
architects come up with a framework. In addition to using 3D modeling for initial concept and for understanding visual lines, physical patterns are made and the team cut out small images and play with them in space. Asked about shows that inspired her, Pardo says you often learn from the least it shows you - for example, avoiding the creepy shuffle. Editing
by Dorothia Lange in Barbican gallery © Ian Gama; Editing by David Cooney Getty Images For an architect, the main attraction of the exhibition's work is the pace of delivery, according to Guthrie. Architecture is usually painfully slow, but with exhibitions, the process from the original idea to the realization is much faster, which may explain why many smaller
architectural firms join the locks. It's kind of like architecture has cracked ten times, he adds. The key is to be able to tell the story, to tell us about the specific works. In the early 21st century, the imperative of telling stories about different cultures by displaying objects and ideas is increasingly important, says Graham Brooker, head of interior design at the
Royal College of Art (RCA) in London. The program performs an exhibition design path. Although Brookker acknowledges the growing number of architectural practices working on exhibition design, he argues that interior designers, along with curators and designers of experience, are the people who have a real idea of the realization of ideas about the
numerous cultures on display. He points out that the most modern ways of transporting living arts, which are thousands of years old. I think Casson Mann's Lascox Caves project is one of the new wonders of the world; to simulate the experience of a space that can no longer be entered is amazing to exercise. The design practice was founded by Tina
Casson, who runs the RCA's exhibition design module. Brooker also points to a more unexpected direction for exhibition design. The work being done in retail design is now a key aspect of exhibition design, he says. This is an irrefutable moment. What, after all, is retail design for, but to capture the viewer's attention? Rosenheim is looking for these small
but vivid pictures of Arbus. Photos.
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